Strategy for the spectral filtering of myo-inositol and other strongly coupled spins.
A multiple quantum filter strategy is presented for spectrally discriminating metabolites with strongly coupled spins from those whose spins are either uncoupled or weakly coupled. The strategy also includes a means for selectively suppressing the background multiplets of metabolites that also have strongly coupled spins. As a demonstration of its efficacy at 3.0 T, the strategy is shown to enhance by a factor of approximately 5 the signal-to-background ratio of the myo-inositol band at 3.6 ppm relative to that in response to a PRESS sequence with the same sequence timings. This is done by eliminating the uncoupled resonance of glycine and the weakly coupled multiplets of glutamate and glutamine, and by selectively suppressing the strongly coupled taurine multiplet 3-fold. The macromolecular background was effectively removed through its transverse decay over 105 ms. The associated cost of gaining the signal to background enhancement is a drop in signal yield by a factor of 0.75 relative to PRESS at the same timings. The myo-inositol signal to noise ratio was nevertheless maintained by the filter at approximately 12.